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ABSTRACT Tissue intensity distributions in medical images can have varying degrees of statistical
dispersion, which is referred to as heteroscedasticity. This can influence image contrast and gradients,
but can also negatively affect the performance of general-purpose distance metrics. Numerous methods
to preprocess heteroscedastic images have already been proposed, though most are application-specific and
rely on either manual input or certain heuristics. We therefore propose a more general and data-driven
approach that relies on the notion of intensity variance around each specific intensity value, simply referred
to as intensity-specific variances. First, we introduce a method for estimating these variances from an image
(or a collection of images) directly, which is followed by an illustration of how they can be used to define
intensity-specific distance measures. Next, we evaluate the proposed concepts through various applications
using both homo- and heteroscedastic CT and MR images. Finally, we present results from both qualitative
and quantitative analyses that confirm the working of the proposed approaches, and support the presented
concepts as valid and effective tools for (pre)processing heteroscedastic medical images.

INDEX TERMS heteroscedastic, heteroscedasticity, image contrast, image enhancement, intensity-specific
distributions

I. INTRODUCTION

T ISSUE intensity distributions in medical images can
have varying degrees of statistical dispersion. This phe-

nomenon is known as heteroscedasticity, and influences im-
age properties and processing methods for CT as well as
MR images. In CT images, for example, narrowly distributed
soft tissue intensities cover only a small part of the intensity
axis. This reduces the dynamic range of these soft tissues and
causes them to appear as low contrast objects. Furthermore,
this leads to imbalanced image gradients, as edge magnitudes
around broadly distributed bone intensities dominate edge
magnitudes surrounding soft tissues. Finally, heteroscedas-
ticity also negatively affects the performance of general-
purpose metrics. The Euclidean distance, for example, fails
to accurately depict intensity similarity when tissues are not
identically distributed. To illustrate, a CT image intensity of
200 Hounsfield units (HU) is closer (and thus more similar)
to 15HU than to 500HU. Yet we can distinguish a closer
similarity between 200HU and 500HU as both correspond
to bone tissue, whereas 15HHU corresponds to cerebrospinal
fluid.

Despite these disadvantages, heteroscedasticity is not al-
ways taken into account or explicitly dealt with. In [1], for
example, a framework is proposed for the segmentation of
multiple organs in abdominal CT images. No preprocessing
is used, even though low contrast soft tissue organs are
targeted. Another example can be found in [2], where images
are segmented into supervoxels before feeding them to a deep
convolutional network. To obtain these supervoxels, how-
ever, the authors use SLIC [3], a supervoxel segmentation
approach which is heavily affected by heteroscedasticity as it
is based on k-means.

When images are preprocessed, it is most frequently in the
form of a (non-)linear intensity transformation, masking and
thresholding, or a combination of both. Intensity transfor-
mations are abundant (recent examples include [4] [5] [6]),
though most methods are variants of Histogram Equalisation
(HE) and Adaptive HE (AHE). Intensities are transformed on
a global or local level with the aim of increasing contrast of
certain structures such as brain tissues in head CT images [7]
or fishbones on radiographs [8]. Masking and thresholding,
on the other hand, are similar to the windowing of an image,
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whereby the goal is to include or exclude certain anatomical
regions or tissues. How the required thresholds or masks
are defined often varies between applications, with recent
examples including manually seeded points in combination
with k-means to roughly estimate the liver position [9], and
horizontal image scanning [10] or c-means [11] combined
with morphological operations to obtain intracranial masks.
Combinations of masking, thresholding, and intensity trans-
formations are also common, with examples including [12]
[13] [14].

Notwithstanding their widespread use, current preprocess-
ing methods are application-dependent, heuristic, and do not
incorporate tissue distribution widths explicitly. Threshold-
ing an image requires threshold values which need to be
defined manually or learned ad-hoc from the image or its
histogram. The same goes for image masking, which calls
for manually drawn masks or (a combination of) thresholds,
clustering, and morphological operations. Contrast stretch-
ing, similarly, requires at least two thresholds to be defined.
Finally, HE, AHE, and their variants rely on intensity fre-
quencies to define an intensity transformation. Again, this
is rather heuristic, and causes such methods to be biased
towards the most frequent tissue classes, not per se towards
the ones with the narrowest tissue distributions (and thus the
lowest contrast).

We therefore propose a data-driven approach that requires
no manual or ad-hoc tuning. The method relies on intensity-
specific variances, which are estimated from an image (or a
collection of images) directly to give an idea of the intensity
variance for each intensity value. In section II-B, we intro-
duce a method for estimating these variances, and illustrate
how they can be used to define intensity-specific distance
measures. Section II-C will then present several use cases
of these variances and distances measures. More specifically,
we discuss a global non-linear intensity transformation, im-
age quantisation, and brain voxel classification, all of which
are applied to homo- and heteroscedastic CT and MR images
(accompanying MatLab code can be found at [15]). An
overview of all used data is given in section II-A. Next,
section III will present qualitative and quantitative results
for all three applications, with the proposed concepts being
compared to widely-accepted or state-of-the-art methods.
Finally, section IV presents our final conclusions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. DATA
Throughout this work, a variety of datasets was used to
analyse and evaluate the methods discussed in section II-C.
The data contained both CT and MR images, and is sum-
marised in table 1. The first dataset comprised 72 head CT
images [16], and is henceforth referred to as the head-CT
dataset. All scans had an identical volume size and isotropic
voxels. No ground truth segmentations were available. The
second set consisted of 50 publicly available abdominal CT
images from the “Multi-Atlas labeling beyond the cranial
vault” MICCAI 2015 Challenge [17], simply referred to

as the abdominal-CT data. Both volume and voxel sizes
were variable. Ground truth segmentations were available for
the spleen, kidneys, gallbladder, oesophagus, liver, stomach,
aorta, inferior vena cava, portal and splenic vein, pancreas,
and the adrenal glands. Two sets of 7 simulated MR images
(T1 and T2 weighted) from the BrainWeb repository [18],
[19] made up the third dataset. Each of the images was
simulated using default ICBM parameters, with varying noise
levels from 0% to 6% with a 1% increment. No bias field was
added to the images, for reasons explained in section II-B.
All images had identical volume sizes with isotropic voxels.
Ground truth segmentations were available for background,
CSF, gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), fat, muscle,
skin, skull, and glial matter. Lastly, the Internet Brain Seg-
mentation Repository dataset (ISBR V2.0) [20] was included,
comprising 18 T1 weighted MR images. All scans had an
identical volume size with variable anisotropic voxel sizes.
Ground truth segmentations were again available for CSF,
GM, and WM.

B. INTENSITY SPECIFIC DISTRIBUTIONS AND
VARIANCES
In an attempt to develop a more data-driven approach for
preprocessing heteroscedastic medical images, we made two
simple assumptions about these images:

• Voxels of the same tissue type have similar intensities.
• Every voxel has at least one neighbouring voxel of the

same tissue type.

The first assumption, also known as intensity homogene-
ity, applies to CT images as intensities are expressed using
calibrated Hounsfield units. This assumption remains valid
for individual MR images, provided that any bias field is
removed. The second assumption states that any anatomical
structure present in an image has a minimal volume of two
voxels. This assumption holds true in most cases, if not
all, considering today’s imaging resolutions. Using these
assumptions, we extend the idea of tissue heteroscedastic-
ity to the level of individual intensities, and aim to assign
a measure of statistical dispersion to each of an image’s
intensity values. We do this by first constructing intensity-
specific distributions (or ISDs), which are obtained as fol-
lows: we start with an image M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn}
consisting of n voxels, assuming one out of b unique intensity
values V = {v1, v2, . . . , vb}. Note that when intensities
are expressed on a continuous instead of a discrete scale,
intensities are first discretised using b bins. Additionally,
discretisation can also be performed to reduce the number of
intensities, and increase the number of samples per intensity
value. This makes the estimation of ISDs more robust, and
ensures that we can collect meaningful statistics of each
ISD later on. To construct the ISD θi for intensity value
vi, we take all occurrences in M with an intensity value
equal to vi, and find the most similar neighbour of each of
these occurrences using a 6-connectedness search. Similarity
between neighbouring voxels is expressed as the absolute
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TABLE 1: Overview of the different datasets that are used
throughout this work.

head-CT

Modality: CT
Region: Head/neck
Source: Real
Volume size: 271×271×239
Voxel size: 1×1×1
Ground truth: No

Abdominal-CT

Modality: CT
Region: Abdomen
Source: Real
Volume size: 512×512×(85-198)
Voxel size: (0.54-0.98)×(0.54-0.98)×(2.5-5)
Ground truth: Yes (segmentations)

BrainWeb

Modality: MRI (T1 & T2)
Region: Head
Source: Simulated
Volume size: 181×217×81
Voxel size: 1×1×1
Ground truth: Yes (segmentations)

IBSR

Modality: MRI (T1)
Region: Head
Source: Real
Volume size: 251 ×251×128
Voxel size: (0.9375-1)×(0.9375)×1.5
Ground truth: Yes (segmentations)

intensity difference. Next, we aggregate the intensities of all
most similar neighbours, resulting in a intensity distribution
that forms the ISD θi for vi. Doing so for all elements in V
results in Θ = {θ1, θ2, . . . , θb}, constituting the full set of
ISDs. Each of these ISDs can be seen as a non-parametric
probability distribution, reflecting the local variation around
each intensity value. Finally, we parametrise the ISDs’ statis-
tical dispersion using (1) and (2), where σ2

i and σi give the
variance and standard deviation of the intensity value vi.

σ2
i =

∑
m∈θi(m− vi)

2

|θi|
(1)

σi =
√
σ2
i (2)

Note that the above assumes ISDs to be normally dis-
tributed. Other measures of spread such as the median abso-
lute deviation or interquartile range are also possible, though
we will use (1) and (2) throughout this work. In analogy with
ISDs, we will refer to these variances as intensity-specific
variances (or ISVs).

ISVs can be used directly in processing images, as the
application in section II-C1 will illustrate. Alternatively, we
can use ISVs to define similarity measures that incorporate
these variances, allowing them to adapt to an image’s content.
Equation (3), for example, defines the similarity between
two intensities vi and vj as the Euclidean distance between
them, normalised by the product of their corresponding stan-
dard deviations, σi and σj . This distance measure satisfies
symmetry, non-negativity and identity of indiscernibles. It
does not, however, satisfy the triangle inequality, making it
a semimetric. The applications discussed in sections II-C2

and II-C3 use this measure as a replacement for the standard
Euclidean distance.

d(vi, vj) =
(vi − vj)2

σiσj
(3)

The reasoning behind the procedure outlined above is
based on the assumptions made before. When looking at a
single voxel, we assume it to have at least one neighbour of
the same tissue type (assumption 2). To find this neighbour,
we look for the surrounding voxel with the most similar
intensity (assumption 1). The intensity difference between
the original voxel and its most similar neighbour gives an
idea of the variation in intensity for that specific intensity
value. To get a more robust estimate of this variability, we
aggregate the most similar neighbours from all voxels of that
same intensity value (assumption 1), resulting in a single
ISD. Note that when working with a calibrated intensity
scale (such as HU in CT images), ISDs can be learned
from a collection of images, as their intensities correspond.
Fig. 1 shows the result of applying this procedure to a set
of 30 images from the head-CT dataset. The continuous
Hounsfield scale was discretised using a total of 1000 bins,
which resulted in 1000 ISDs. The left side of Fig. 1 shows
these ISDs, where each row represents a single distribution,
normalised to integrate to one. On the right side, individual
ISDs are plotted for -105HU, 25HU and 1250HU, which are
intensities corresponding to fat, WM, and cancellous bone
(CaB). The solid black line plots the standard deviation for
each ISD shown on the left. As can be seen, fat has a higher
local variation than white matter, whereas CaB shows the
largest level of dispersion. These differences in distribution
widths are in accordance with the problems discussed in
section I (e.g. bone tissue having the widest distribution),
and supports the above method for estimating these local
variances.

C. APPLICATIONS
1) Contrast Redistribution
As discussed before, CaB and cortical bone (CoB) comprise
a large part of a CT image’s intensity axis, thus taking up
most of the image’s dynamic range. This results in poor
overall contrast, which is apparent when looking at Fig. 2.
CaB and CoB appear as high contrast objects in the image,
whereas individual soft tissues such as CSF, fat, and muscle
remain mostly indiscernible. We therefore propose a method
for contrast enhancement that redistributes intensities along
the intensity axis by relying on an image’s ISVs. Equation (4)
defines a non-linear transformation, whereby the ith original
intensity value vi is transformed to its new value vti by
taking the cumulative sum of the reciprocals of the ISVs
up to and including σi. The remainder of (4) uses the sum
of all ISVs and vb and v1 (the maximum and minimum
intensity respectively) to ensure that the output image has the
same intensity range as the input image. This transformation
assumes ISDs to be normally distributed and consequently
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FIGURE 1: Example of intensity-specific distributions learned from a set of 30 head CT images using a total of 1000 bins. Each
row in the left image is a probability distribution that integrates to one, representing the ISDs. Note how the distributions vary in
between intensities. This is also illustrated on the right, were ISDs for -105HU, 25HU, and 1250HU are shown (corresponding
to fat, WM, and CaB). The solid line plots the standard deviation for each ISD.

FIGURE 2: Example of a standard head CT image. Note
how bone tissues take up most of the image’s dynamic range,
while soft tissues are barely discernible.

characterises their statistical dispersion using the standard
deviation. By dividing the distribution of each bin by their
standard deviation, we obtain normal distributions with unit
standard deviation, effectively removing differences in statis-
tical dispersion between distributions.

vti = T (vi) =
i∑

j=1

1

σj
.
(vb − v1)∑b
k=1

1
σk

+ v1 (4)

Fig. 3 shows an example transformation that was obtained
by using the standard deviations from Fig. 1. Note how
brain tissue intensities (indicated in blue) are expanded by
the transformation, as their ISVs are lower relative to other
intensities. Conversely, bone tissue intensities (indicated in
red) are compressed, as their ISVs are the largest.

We analysed the proposed transformation and evaluated its
effect on image contrast, image gradients, and edge detectors
using 20 images from the abdominal-CT dataset. Each image
was discretised into 1000 distinct intensities, after which
ISDs were calculated. Note that ISDs were learned from the
full set of images in this case, since CT images use calibrated
intensities. ISVs were then calculated and used to transform
the 20 images with the transformation given in (4). Three
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FIGURE 3: Example of a non-linear transformation to en-
hance image contrast. The transformation was obtained using
(4) and the ISVs from Fig. 1.

classical gradient based edge detectors (the finite central dif-
ference, the Prewitt [21], and the Sobel [22] operators) were
then used to calculate gradient magnitude maps, which were
thresholded to classify voxels into edges and non-edges. The
threshold value was varied while resulting labels (edge or no
edge) were compared to a ground truth, resulting in receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Ground truth edges
were derived from the available ground truth segmentations
using an approach similar to [23]. Results are discussed in
section III-A.
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2) Image Quantisation
Image quantisation aims to reduce the number of intensity
values in an image, while at the same time maintaining close
resemblance to the original. Two well-known approaches
are interval discretisation (ID), or uniform quantisation, and
frequency discretisation (FD), or quantile quantisation. The
former divides the intensity axis into equally sized bins with
varying sample counts per bin, whereas the latter divides the
image intensities into varying sized bins with equal sample
counts per bin. Both methods replace each input intensity by
the centre value of the bin that intensity falls within. Ideally,
we want to ensure that different tissues remain distinguish-
able after discretisation, and that each tissue is approximated
with the same degree of accuracy. The aforementioned meth-
ods, however, fail to do so, as both rely on simple heuristics
for partitioning the intensity axis.

We therefore propose a new quantisation method based on
the concept of ISDs, enabling the discretisation to handle tis-
sue or intensity heteroscedasticity. Quantisation is achieved
by using the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic
mean (UPGMA) [24], which is an agglomerative cluster-
ing approach whereby all intensities are initially treated as
separate clusters and iteratively combined until a specified
number of clusters is reached. At each iteration, the two
closest clusters are merged to create a new single cluster. The
distance between any two clusters CA and CB is taken to be
the average of all pairwise distances between all elements of
these clusters, as given by (5).

DUPGMA(CA, CB) =
1

|CA||CB |
∑
i∈CA

∑
j∈CB

d(i, j) (5)

In (5), the distance d(i, j) between intensities i and j is
given by the similarity measure from (3). When the required
number of clusters is reached, each intensity value in the
original image is replaced by the centre value of the bin that
intensity falls in, as with uniform and quantile discretisation.
The proposed hierarchical clustering quantisation method
will be referred to as HCQ.

All three methods (ID, FD, and HCQ) were analysed
and compared in terms of their quantisation error using 20
images from the head-CT dataset and all BrainWeb T1 and
T2 images. Each of the images was first discretised using
1000 bins for CT and 200 for MR images, after which ISDs
were learned for each image separately. Note that ISDs could
have been learned from the full set of CT images, though
we refrained from this to keep a fair comparison (ID and FD
only use the information from a single image). Each image
was then quantised into a number of bins (ranging from 2
to 120), after which the mean squared error (MSE)(6) was
used to evaluate the quantisation error between the original
(M ) and quantised image (Mq). Equation (6) expresses
overall approximation quality, but gives no indication of the
relative approximation error between different tissue classes.
We therefore divided each quantised image into k disjoint
sets of voxels M = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} using the available

ground truth segmentations, and calculated the normalised
mean squared error (NMSE) for each tissue separately using
(7). NMSE values are scaled by the standard deviation of
each tissue class, meaning a comparison between tissues and
images can be drawn. Results are discussed in section III-B.

MSE(M,Mq) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

(Mj −Mq
j )2 (6)

NMSE(Si, S
q
i ) =

MSE(Si, S
q
i )

σ(Si)
(7)

3) Voxel Classification
Voxel classification attempts to divide an image’s voxels
into coherent groups that follow the natural structure of
the image. A popular example is k-means clustering [25],
a method that minimises the within-cluster sum of squares
using the Euclidean distance metric. Because of its objective
function (8), k-means will generate clusters of similar spatial
extent in the feature space, implicitly assuming the input
data to be roughly homoscedastic. To adapt k-means towards
heteroscedastic data, we changed the cost function of (8)
to that of (9), where the Euclidean distance was replaced
by the similarity measure proposed in (3). To optimise this
new cost function, we employ an efficient histogram-based
optimisation procedure. We start by building a standard
histogram using b bins, and randomly assign one out of k
class labels to each bin, resulting in k sets of intensities
S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk}. The initial labels are then iteratively
updated in order to minimise the cost function in (9). The
complete procedure is described in algorithm 1, and is hence-
forth referred to as ISDClstr.

argmin
S

k∑
j

∑
a∈Sj

∑
b∈Sj

(a− b)2 (8)

argmin
S

k∑
j

∑
a∈Sj

∑
b∈Sj

d(a, b) (9)

We analysed the performance of the proposed clustering
procedure and standard k-means using both CT and MR
images. First, we compared both approaches qualitatively
by classifying images from the head-CT dataset. Second,
we evaluated both methods quantitatively by applying them
to the problem of brain voxel classification in MR images.
We also included results from SPM12 [26] (Statistical Para-
metric Mapping), a publicly available software suite that is
frequently used in neurological studies. Because of SPM’s
widespread use and maturity, we use it as a reference. Each
image (BrainWeb T1, BrainWeb T2, and IBSR T1) was first
processed to extract the brain, after which the remaining
voxels were classified into CSF, GM, and WM using k-
means, ISDClstr, and SPM. Note that ISVs were learned
separately for each image, as MR images generally lack
intensity standardisation. Finally, segmentation accuracy was
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Algorithm 1 ISDClstr

Precondition: X is a vector contain b intensity values; H is
a vector also of length b, containing sample counts per
intensity in X; k specifies the number of clusters.

1: function CLUSTER(X,H, k)
2: L← Initialise . Initialise labels
3: c← Cost(X,H,L)
4: while not_converged do
5: for i← 1 to b do
6: for j ← 1 to k do
7: lold← L(i)
8: L(i)← j
9: cnew ← Cost(X,H,L)

10: if cnew < c then
11: c← cnew
12: else
13: L(i)← lold . Reset label
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end while
18: return L
19: end function
20: function COST(X,H,L) . Calculate cost
21: c← 0
22: for i← 1 to b do
23: for j ← 1 to b do
24: if L(i) = L(j) then
25: c← c+H(i)H(j)d(X(i), X(j)) . (3)
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for
29: return c
30: end function

quantified using the Dice similarity coefficient. Results are
discussed in section III-C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIGURE 4: Same head CT as in Fig. 2, after applying the
transformation shown in Fig. 3. Note how overall contrast
is increased, and various soft tissues such as CSF, fat, and
muscle mass become distinguishable.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 5: Axial slice of an abdominal CT before (a) and
after (b) applying the transformation proposed in section
II-C1. Corresponding histograms are shown in (c) and (d),
with resulting Sobel gradient magnitude maps in (e) and (f).

A. CONTRAST REDISTRIBUTION
Fig. 4 shows the head CT from Fig. 2 after applying the
transformation from Fig. 3. The transformation used the
image’s ISVs to redistribute intensities and increase overall
image contrast. Soft tissues take up a larger part of the
dynamic range than before, enhancing their visibility. Note
how CSF, fat, and muscle mass are distinguishable in Fig.
4, whereas this is not the case in Fig. 2. Bone intensities,
on the other hand, have a reduced dynamic range, but retain
sufficient contrast. A similar example is presented in Fig. 5,
where an abdominal CT is shown before and after applying
the proposed transformation. Comparing Fig. 5(a) and Fig.
5(b), there is again a clear difference in contrast, whereby
soft tissues have an increased dynamic range at the cost
of that of bone tissue. This trade-off is also visible in the
images’ histograms, shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d). Prior
to the transformation, most soft tissues are contained in the
narrow peak around 0HU, whereas they range from 700HU to
2000HU after. The opposite is true for bone tissue intensities
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FIGURE 6: ROC-curves obtained by thresholding gradient
magnitude maps of three different edge detectors. Note how
performance increased by applying the proposed transforma-
tion.

that initially range from 700HU to 3000HU, but span a much
smaller range after the transformation. This redistribution
of intensities clearly changes an image’s contrast, but also
affects its gradients, as can be seen in the gradient magnitude
maps in Fig. 5(e) and Fig. 5(f). Before the transformation,
magnitudes are dominated by interfaces between soft tissues
and bone or air. Edges between soft tissues themselves have
a much lower gradient magnitude, as a result of their narrow
intensity distributions. When looking at the magnitude map
in Fig. 5(f), interfaces between various tissues have more
equal magnitudes. Edges around the ribs, for example, have
a lower magnitude than before, while edges between the
spleen, stomach, and liver have an increased gradient magni-
tude. Logically, balancing the image contrast has also led to
balanced gradient magnitudes, which can be a desirable char-
acteristic. Taking the example of edge detection, imbalanced
magnitudes will make it difficult to select a single threshold
to classify voxels as edges and non-edges. When magnitudes
are less divergent, choosing a single threshold becomes more
straightforward. This is confirmed by the ROC-curves shown
in Fig. 6, which result from classifying the gradient magni-
tude maps from 20 images using a variable threshold. Note
that each ROC-curve shifts towards the top-left corner of
the plot after transforming the images, indicating that the
classification performance increased by preprocessing the
images with the proposed transformation.

B. IMAGE QUANTISATION
Section II-C2 discussed a new quantisation method, along-
side interval and frequency discretisation. Fig. 7 shows a

qualitative comparison of these methods, showing the log
histogram and an arbitrary slice from a quantised head CT
image for each method. Interval discretisation partitions the
intensity axis into equally sized bins, spreading the quantisa-
tion error roughly equally across all intensities. This means
that, under the assumption of homoscedasticity, the quan-
tisation error is spread equally across tissues as well. This
is, however, not the case when dealing with heteroscedastic
images, as can be seen in Fig. 7(a). ID overfits on bone
tissue, using many bins to quantise its range of intensities,
whereas it underfits on soft tissues, using only a single bin
to approximate all soft tissues combined. This leads to a
quantised image (Fig. 7(b)) wherein a relatively high level of
detail is present in bone tissues, while almost no detail is left
on soft tissues. Frequency discretisation, on the other hand,
quantises an image using variable bin widths by relying on
intensity frequencies (Fig. 7(c)). The majority of an image’s
voxels will therefore have a low quantisation error, while
larger errors are tolerated on the less frequent intensities. Soft
tissues are the most prevalent in a head CT, leading to small
bins being used to approximate them, while bone tissues
are approximated using larger bins as they appear most
frequently. Logically, this causes FD to overfit on soft tissues,
showing a relatively high level of detail, and underfit on bone
tissues, displaying a relatively low level of detail (Fig. 7(d)).
The proposed HCQ method, finally, partitions the intensity
axis by relying on ISVs, permitting the use of variable bin

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

FIGURE 7: Log histograms of a head CT image after
quantisation using ID (a), FD (c), and HCQ (e) using 11
bins. Figures (b), (d), and (f) show an arbitrary slice of the
quantised image.
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widths without being biased by tissue frequencies. Smaller
bins are used to approximate intensities with relatively small
ISVs, while larger bins are used to approximate intensities
with relatively large ISVs, as seen in Fig. 7(e). Several bins
are used to approximate both soft and bone tissues, resulting
in a quantised image (Fig. 7(f)) that has a balanced overall
detail.

To evaluate the overall approximation accuracy, we re-
peated the above quantisation for 20 subjects of the head-CT
dataset using various quantisation levels, and calculated the
mean squared error between the original and the quantised
images. Results are shown in Fig. 8, from which it is clear
that FD has the largest quantisation error. FD underfits the
broadly distributed bone tissue intensities, leading to large
MSE values. ID, on the other hand, overfits on bone tissue,
decreasing the quantisation error. However, relatively few
bins were used to approximate the overwhelming amount of
soft tissue voxels, consequently leading to a large amount
of (albeit small) quantisation errors on soft tissues. HCQ,
finally, balanced the partitioning of the intensity axis across
the image’s tissues, resulting in the lowest overall quantisa-
tion error. Note that this would not always have been the case.
For example, when the frequency of bone tissue voxels would
have been higher, ID would have had a lower overall MSE,
as it strongly overfits the broadly distributed bone tissue
intensities.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 suggest that HCQ, in contrast to ID
and FD, is capable of approximating an image’s tissues with
the same relative accuracy. To assess this, we quantised
all T1 and T2 weighted MR images from the BrainWeb
dataset using various quantisation levels, and calculated the
normalised MSE for CSF, GM and WM separately. When
tissues are quantised with the same relative level of detail,
curves will coincide. Conversely, when a method over- or
underfits a certain tissue, differences will occur. Figs. 9(a)-
(c) show results for the T2 images, which showed notable
heteroscedasticity with average tissue standard deviations of
0.53, 0.34, and 0.14 for CSF, GM and WM respectively. This

FIGURE 8: Average overall MSE for ID, FD, and HCQ.
Quantisation levels vary from 2 to 120. Note the logarithmic
scale.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

FIGURE 9: Average NMSE of 7 T2 weighted images for ID,
FD, and HCQ (left to right).

caused ID to overfit on CSF (having the broadest distribution)
and underfit on WM (having the narrowest distribution).
Logically, CSF and WM showed varying quantisation errors
(Fig.9(a)). Even more divergent NMSE values were found for
FD, strongly overfitting GM intensities since they were the
most prevalent tissue type (46%). Consequently, GM voxels
show a much lower quantisation error compared to WM and
CSF (Fig. 9(b)). HCQ curves, on the other hand, are notably
more similar compared to those of ID and FD, indicating that
quantisation errors were indeed more equally spread across
different tissues (Fig. 9(c)). To quantify the divergence of the
curves, we calculated the standard deviation of the NMSE
values for all tissues combined per level. On average, ID
curves were 7.22 times more divergent than those of HCQ,
while FD curves were 123 more divergent. Similar results
for T1 images are shown in Figs. 9(d)-(f), though T1 tissue
distributions showed less heteroscedasticity, with average
standard deviations of 0.40, 0.34 and 0.25 for CSF, GM and
WM respectively. On average, ID and FD curves respectively
were 1.7 and 92 times more divergent compared to HCQ
values.

C. VOXEL CLASSIFICATION
Section II-C3 discussed a new clustering method, which was
based on the concept of ISVs. Fig. 10 shows a qualitative
comparison of ISDClstr and standard k-means, where the
intensities of a head CT were clustered into four and eight
groups. Referring to the four-cluster result of k-means in
Fig. 10(a), note how clusters have a similar spatial extent,
which is a direct result of the k-means objective function.
Corresponding image slices are shown in Fig. 10(e). Two
clusters are used to represent bone intensities, whereas one
cluster combines all soft tissues and another roughly corre-
sponds to air. Although this grouping could be considered a
logical partitioning of the image’s intensities, this is likely
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

FIGURE 10: Log histograms from a head CT that was
grouped into 4 and 8 clusters using k-means (a,b) and
ISDClstr (c,d). Corresponding slices are shown in (e,f) for
k-means and (g,h) for ISDClstr. Original slices are shown in
(i).

more by accident than design. This becomes apparent when
looking at Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(f). Five out of eight clusters
are used to model bone intensities, whereas all soft tissues
remain together in a single cluster. The last two groups
model air and mostly partial volume voxels. K-means is
affected in a similar way as frequency discretisation before,
meaning it tends to overfit broadly distributed bone tissue
while underfitting the narrow distributions of soft tissues.
ISDClstr, on the other hand, creates clusters that have highly
variable spatial extents, as seen in Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d).
Clusters can clearly assume different sizes, and do not even
need to form connected sets of intensity values. This is a
result of minimising the semimetric from (3), and can be seen
for example in the blue cluster of Fig. 10(c). Furthermore,
clusters also appear to model certain tissues in the image
as a result of this semimetric. In Fig. 10(g), for example,
clusters correspond to air, a combination of fat and some
partial volume intensities, a combination of various soft
tissues such as WM, GM, CSF, and muscle mass, and finally
a combination of CaB and CoB. The same holds for the eight-
cluster result in Fig. 10(h). The purple cluster, for example,
corresponds to fat tissue, while the orange cluster combines

TABLE 2: Dice coefficients for SPM, k-means and ISDClstr
on T1 BrainWeb data. Highest scores are in bold. Percentages
represent the noise level.

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

CSF
SPM 83.2 82.7 82.0 82.1 81.9 80.4 79.7
k-means 89.1 89.0 88.6 88.1 87.2 85.3 83.6
ISDClstr 88.0 87.9 86.8 86.9 85.2 82.6 81.0

GM
SPM 80.4 86.3 86.4 86.0 85.2 83.8 82.6
k-means 90.1 89.9 88.4 87.3 84.5 81.4 77.5
ISDClstr 88.3 89.0 87.0 86.4 83.1 78.9 74.9

WM
SPM 72.3 89.6 91.4 91.2 90.1 88.5 87.4
k-means 93.2 92.9 91.2 90.4 87.6 84.7 81.2
ISDClstr 90.8 92.8 91.1 90.5 87.8 84.7 81.2

TABLE 3: Dice coefficients for SPM, k-means and ISDClstr
on T2 BrainWeb data. Highest scores are in bold. Percentages
represent the noise level.

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

CSF
SPM 80.8 89.1 90.8 90.0 88.6 87.2 85.8
k-means 64.6 64.7 64.9 66.0 77.0 76.2 75.1
ISDClstr 91.7 91.9 90.7 88.0 84.1 80.7 77.6

GM
SPM 80.7 83.4 83.7 83.3 82.7 81.7 80.8
k-means 27.2 27.4 28.4 32.9 66.4 65.9 65.2
ISDClstr 88.3 88.0 86.8 84.2 80.3 76.9 73.7

WM
SPM 82.7 81.6 81.8 82.6 83.6 84.2 85.1
k-means 81.2 81.2 81.3 82.0 85.0 84.8 84.3
ISDClstr 86.6 86.5 86.4 86.2 86.1 85.9 85.5

CSF with intraocular fluid. The green cluster combines brain
and muscle mass, as their intensities are very similar. The
yellow and light blue clusters, finally, correspond to CaB and
CoB bone. These groupings are vastly different from those
of k-means, and are simply the result of changing the metric
that was minimised.

Above results, though qualitative, indicate that ISDClstr
is capable of implicitly including image and tissue-specific
information through the use of the proposed semimetric.
To objectively quantify this, we turned to the problem of
brain voxel classification of MR images using k-means and
ISDClstr. Results for SPM were also included for reference.
Tables 2 and 3 show results for the BrainWeb T1 and T2
images respectively. The T1 images are fairly homoscedastic,
as previously mentioned, resulting in only small differences
between k-means, ISDClstr and SPM. The T2 images, on the
other hand, showed larger heteroscedasticity. As a result, k-
means clearly failed to find correct classifications for GM
and CSF, leading to the low Dice scores shown in table
3. ISDClstr, on the contrary, achieved Dice scores similar
to those of SPM, and surprisingly even outperforms SPM
for images with low levels of noise. This is likely caused
by SPM’s assumption that tissue distributions can be ap-
proximated by a Gaussian Mixture Model. Finally, Fig. 11
shows Dice scores for the IBSR dataset. Tissues showed little
heteroscedasticity, with average standard deviations of 0.36,
0.38 and 0.26 for CSF, GM and WM respectively. Overall
Dice scores are lower, though all three methods perform
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similarly.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 11: Dice coefficients for IBSR images using k-
means (red, left), SPM (green, centre) and ISDClstr (blue,
right).

D. DISCUSSION
Above results illustrate how heteroscedasticity can affect
image properties and image processing methods. They also
confirm that the proposed intensity-specific distributions and
similarity measure can be used to better handle such het-
eroscedastic data. The implications of these results however,
go beyond the discussed applications.

The intensity rescaling from section III-A redistributes
intensities with the aim of increasing overall contrast, much
like the popular histogram equalisation (HE) [27] and adap-
tive histogram equalisation (AHE) [28] methods. Such trans-
formations deliver a visual advantage, but are also a popular
preprocessing step as they can tune image quality towards a
specific application [29] and improve the distinction of image
features in image classification tasks [30]. The proposed
transformation, however, differs from HE and AHE in the
way it defines its transformation. HE and AHE use intensity
frequencies, meaning that they increase contrast on the most
frequent intensities at the cost of the less frequent ones. This
is similar to the over- and underfitting of frequency discreti-
sation (see section III-B). The proposed transformation is not
biased by intensity imbalances as it uses ISVs, making it a
suitable preprocessing step for various applications. Intensity
clustering methods, for example, may benefit from ISV-based
intensity normalisation, since tissue distributions become
homoscedastic and thus easier to group. This was already
shown in section III-C, where k-means failed to group inten-
sities correctly when the data was heteroscedastic. CT image
registration may also benefit since similarity metrics such as
the sum of squared or absolute differences are often used.
Such metrics are biased towards aligning bone intensities
at the cost of soft tissues, simply because bone intensities
have a higher misalignment cost due to their wider distri-
bution. Analogous problems may also arise in patch-based
frameworks as the same metrics are often used to search for
similar patches. Prior normalisation of the intensities could
remove this bias. The proposed transformation also corrects
imbalanced gradient magnitudes, which was discussed in
section III-A. This in turn, can be advantageous for other

applications, since gradients and edges are often used as an
attracting force in cost functions in shape analysis. Examples
can be found in image registration [31], [32], and image
segmentation relying on for example watersheds [33], level-
sets [34], [35], or model based approaches such as snakes
[35] and Active Shape Models [36].

Image quantisation reduces the number of unique intensity
values in an image and is therefore sometimes used in lossy
image compression [37]. Using the proposed hierarchical
approach, a minimum number of bins can be used for a given
degree of approximation accuracy, while the quantisation
error is spread equally across various tissues. This strongly
contrasts the over- and under-fitting of ID and FD. Further,
quantisation is closely related to constructing histograms,
which are frequently used in image processing. Multimodel
image registration using mutual information [38], [39], for
example, uses image histograms. The proposed approach
allows to build histograms that implicitly follow the struc-
ture of the image and its tissues, while at the same time
having a small number of bins. This reduces computational
complexity, but also ensures that different tissues remain
discernible, even with a low number of bins. In addition,
quantisation simply reduces the complexity of an image, as
fewer intensities are used to represent it. This can increase
efficiency in methods such as the histogram-based clustering
outlined algorithm 1, or reduce requirements to store and
process images, which is an active research topic in deep
learning [40]. When intensities are used as random variables,
quantisation also reduces the state space, meaning that further
processing steps, such as intensity-based machine learning
algorithms or Markov Random Fields, may benefit as well.

Finally, results in section III-C illustrated how the pro-
posed semimetric can enable algorithms to implicitly include
tissue-specific information and cope with heteroscedastic
tissue distributions. The proposed clustering method dis-
played competitive performance compated SPM, though the
latter obtained higher Dice scores for noisier images. This
is expected, since SPM enables soft-clustering by using a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) that allows for overlap-
ping clusters. Additionally, this GMM is combined with
a Markov Random Field for spatial consistency, further
increasing SPM’s ability to label noisy voxels correctly.
ISDClstr, on the other hand, is far more simple, and less
time-consuming than SPM. It can therefore be used as an
efficient and robust initialisation for more complex methods
(such as GMMs), or in itself be used as a fast, simple, yet
accurate approach, without the need for image registration or
initial cluster estimates. The approach can also be extended
towards multimodel intensity clustering, or be combined with
more complex approaches such as soft-clustering [41] or
Markov Random Fields [42] to enforce spatial constraints on
the voxel labels. More importantly, however, the proposed
similarity measure is easy to implement and can readily be
integrated into existing applications and frameworks. Any
algorithm that requires a metric for intensity similarities can
use the proposed semimetric and enjoy its benefits.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Throughout this work, we showed that medical images can
have heteroscedastic tissue intensity distributions, and ar-
gued how this can have an affect on standard and widely-
accepted image processing methods. We demonstrated this
deficiency extensively through the applications of edge de-
tection, image quantisation, and voxel classification, using
standard methods to process both homo- and heteroscedas-
tic CT and MR (T1 and T2) images. We also argued that
existing preprocessing methods, if used, are often heuristic
and tuned towards specific applications. In an attempt to
handle heteroscedastic data more adequately, we proposed
the concepts of intensity-specific distributions and intensity-
specific variances. We presented a method for estimating
these ISDs and ISVs from an image (or a collection of
images) directly, and illustrated how the ISVs can be used
to define intensity-specific distance measures. Next, we ap-
plied these concepts to the aforementioned applications, and
compared them to the standard approaches. Results from both
quantitative and qualitative analyses showed an increased
performance, confirming the functioning and effectiveness of
the proposed concepts. Based on these results, together with
the method’s simplicity, we believe the proposed concepts to
be valid and useful tools for (pre)processing heteroscedastic
medical images. The applications discussed above can be
used on their own or as a preprocessing step, whereas the
proposed similarity measure can easily be incorporated into
new and existing frameworks.
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